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Key messages 

• Conditions for human flourishing (Titchen & McCormack, 2010)

• Deep inner preparation of oneself

• When we re-member, and connect with, our 
relationships with others, Nature, ancient 
wisdom and who we truly are, we flourish!



Human flourishing 





Awakening 
Once upon a time …

Back in 1994, when I was 
doing my doctoral 
research, I became a wild 
woman … 

Some time later, on the 
isle of Skyros  … 



… Opening to new ways of being

At an alternative holiday community 

… Singing in the early morning sun, , dancing on the 
beach to the drum, creating landscape art

… Body, mind, heart and soul merged

… Boundaries between me and the universe melted 

… and I gathered together a Wild Women Group 



Alchemy! Bringing together
the critical and creative

Running with my wild women friends!

Doing Tai Chi and Authentic Movement 

People believed in me, gave me space and loving 
kindness (even though I was whacky)

My first creative writing retreat in 1998

I had a dream … 

Then I was ready to bring these new/old ways of 
doing, knowing, being  and becoming to my 
professional world



Then I went for it ! New flourishing spaces

… and the facilitator’s professional artistry processes (Titchen, 2009)



Connecting with creative and ancient wisdom traditions

… and starting to write through creative inquiry









Peelo-Kilroe & Titchen (2014) 
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So what is it that helps us to run with 
the wolves? 

… Simple really, but complex! 
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